The properties of angular-momentum tensors described in a previous paper are used to develop tests for the spins and parities of resonances. Fermion resonances decaying into particles of spin zero and spin onehalf or spin zero and spin three-halves and boson resonances decaying into particles of spin zero and spin one are considered in some detail. Attention is given to angular correlations between production and decay conQgurations, both generally and in special cases such as forward production, low-energy production, and peripheral collisions. A moment analysis of the decay distributions is developed.
I. INTRODUCTION ' NVESTIGATION of the spins and parities of~r esonances has been simplihed in the past by means of the principle "presumably, the spin is less than two. "
This principle no longer serves. In higher spin situations, any given experimental test is less likely to speak decisively, and the number of conceivable tests can be quite large. It becomes worthwhile to study the methodology of resonance analysis as a subject in itself. Among recent studies along these lines we may cite the formalisms of Syers and Fenster, ' and Ademollo, Gatto, and Preparata. ' Our own approach has much in common with these, but relies on a tensor formulation of angular momentum (see preceding paper') which, we feel, has special advantages of simplicity and versatility of application. This paper makes speci6c application, in Secs. III, IV, and V, to resonances with decay products of spin zero and spin one-half, zero and one, and zero and three-halves, respectively. followed by two-body decays, (2.2b) which may be followed by subsequent decays, e. g., b -+ a'+b'.
(2.2c)
The physical data consist of the measured energies and momenta in the total process 3+8~C+a+a'+b'. (2.2d) Amplitudes for diGerent steps of the process will also depend on spins. Ultimately, for a comparison with experiment, the spin states of each particle are either averaged over, or identiaed in terms of a momentum in a subsequent reaction. If we make no use of dynamical principles, but rely only on rotation and reflection invariance, all useful data are expressible as angular correlations, or, at least, correlations in angle-dependent quantities.
Q= (Qy, N2) =N~, e= 1, 2, e=(e~,e2,es)=e, m=1, 2, 3, 
Tensors
Systems of integral spin j and half-integral spin j+~a re described by tensors T&, T~'~' as discussed in I. This notation manifests the rotation properties of the tensors. Manifest convariance under pure I.orentz transformations is not needed in our contemplated applications.
%'e use special notations for the spin wave functions of particles of low spin: (Pauli) spinors I, v for spin 2, vectors e, f for spin 1, and spinor-vectors E, F for spin -, '. These symbols have components as follows:
(2.2a)
cY. = 1) 2) m= 1) 2) 3 .
(2.5) In order to make manifest the rotational invariance of a reaction amplitude M, one can write it as a sum over rotationally invariant terms built out of the three-momenta and spin wave functions of the particles, the difterent terms being multiplied by coupling constants or energy-dependent form factors. As emphasized in I, there is no need to refer all the variables to a common frame of reference. Ke prefer, following Stapp, to express M in terms of proper variables, by which is meant the following:
(a) Each spin wave function is referred to the particle's rest frame.
(b) Each three-momentum is referred to the centerof-mass frame of the reaction in which it occurs. Thus, A, B, C in (2.2) are referred to the 2+8 center of mass; the spin wave function of b and the momentum of a' are referred to the b rest frame (called bRF for short).
(c) The relation between the center-of-mass frame (CMF) of a reaction and the rest frame (RF) of one of of the reacting particles whose spin state is being described must be that of a pure velocity transformation defined by the velocity of the particle in the CMF.
The motivation is this: Firstly, the sum or average over spin states is accomplished more easily; there are no relativistic projection operators to worry about. Secondly, the phase-space factor for the momentum distribution of a particle has the nonrelativistic form (see below).
The reason for (c) is inherent in the procedure by which an amplitude is expressed in terms of variables referred to diBerent frames. Now let E2 denote a spin wave function for X. The production amplitude for (2.2a) will be of the form
In the three-body productions in Table I, P represents any vector in the production plane, i.e. , any linear combination of A, B, C. Q is the production normal;
Q= A x C. The P's used +T'{P" PeXQ) + Tg (p 0~0 p(f) in the amplitude for (2.2d). These produce b functions like b(X' -mx ') in the absolute square of the amplitude if the widths are small. In this case the counting rate is proportioned to the direction of a and I' is in the plane of a and a'. The
Euler angles u,p,y which relate (n'n'n') to (¹ ¹, N') (a,b,c) , viewed in the triparticle rest frame, and dm, Pdm P is the phase space of the Dalitz p1ot.
S. Egler Angles and Internal Variables
Let (N ''N2, N') and (n', n', n') be orthogonal bases of unit vectors for the production particles and decay particles, respectively, of (2.2). For the moment analysis (see next subsection) we de6ne ¹ as the beam direction and N' as the normal to the production plane, also n' is as the rate for A+B -+ C+a+b.
%'e emphasize again that 8~is measured in the A+8 P~Miii~' =Tr(Mi*. T'(a)(1+pe e)T'(a):M&) .
(3.9) Integration of (3.9) over dQ, removes the e e term and gives the counting rate for A+B~C+a+b, summed over 3 and h spins. Equation (3.9) is our starting point for the detailed discussion of angular correlations.
Maximum Complexity Theorems
Before entering upon the details, we comment on some general features of correlations in a reaction like (2.1) with any number of particles and arbitrary spins. The form of the X -b cb+b amplitude depends (see Table I = (e a)P(j+1)P+xP j (e -A)P = (e a)P, +g' (e -A)P/ (3.17) Mp = (P,T'(A)Zg (3.10) (e.A)P(l+1)PI+je a «AP)]= (e.A)P~~' (e -a)P) ' (3.18) with Z~defined like Z, in (3.4), and obeying Z~'=1.
Recalling from I that t where x= a A, P;(x) is the Legendre polynomialj, we have, by (3.9) (3.13a) xP;", '=P, '+(q+1)P " xP, g'=P, ' jP) g, (3. 13-b) and 6nally the trace
The result following from (3.16), including the j term and interferences with it is
The result is independent of 0; and of the parity of X.
+2 Re(88*) (P,+gP~g' -P,P/)/(2l+1)]
+2~(e.a x A) I m(em*) L( j+1)P, P. ' The I.egendre formulas
Figures 1(a) and 1(b) illustrate peripheral mechanisms for producing X. Suppose that G has spin zero in 1(a) and spin~~in 1(b) and that one of these processes dominates the reaction.
In the erst case, one may pretend that Ii s produced in the simplihed reaction often help to simplify expressions like (3.12). We have
(1 -x )P, 'P)'= (j+1)xP,P, ' (j+1)P,~g P-
whence, dropping over-all factors, Z~Mop~'=P;P~, ' P~,P, '. 
+o (a vector) . (3.44) ((a.P)(a xa' P*)),
--2([ci ('+ (c2(') " C. Zemach, Nuovo Cimento 32, 1605 (1964 .In this reference, e is taken in the XRF. This has the advantage that the correlation angle is given as the difference between two directions in the same frame. It has the disadvantage that the density-of-states factor is not simple dcos8, but rather t 1 -as cos'8/EP j~&dcos8. This reference also gives correlations appropriate to coherent production as may occur in a heavy-liquid bubble chamber. Periphera production Refer. ring to Fig. 1(b '(x) (4.14) so that do/dn. dn, = (A.a & e) 'lP (x) l'; (4.15) dg/dx= (1 -x') (P, '(x)) '. (4.16) Notice that (4.15) results from the second, rather than the first term of (4.9b). This serves as a warning that when the reaction goes by a specific mechanism, preference may be given to the higher rather than the lower orbital term, even in a low-energy production.
If the exchanged particle has spin~~, the possible amplitudes for the simpli6ed process has the same generality as (4.9). But there is a special case which may =~y +2~' cos'8T" (n')+Rey(y+z)" cos8
Xsin8(k/ j) T" (n' n'n')+~y~' sin'8 (j 2-k) (j+1+2k)(k+ 1)
In order to obtain projected cross sections dr»IM. , 6rst dehne the n', n', n' basis vectors for the decay con6guration:
depending on the G and I of X. These expressions are easily converted into cross sections and summed over b spin if that is desired. They serve as further examples of how the tensor notation, with a few key formulas, allows us to go from a well-dehned spin situation to a calculated angular correlation with a minimum of di6iculty.
a= n' (4.19a) e =n' sin8+ n' cos8 (4.19b) a xe=n'sin8.
Second, write the decay amplitude in this basis:
Mn --(y+z) cos8T&(nz)+y sin8T&(n'. n'n') .
(0, 1+, 2, . ). (4.20b) Third, specialize the relevant equations of Table III of I to the case where p q=0, and drop the over-all normalization factor c;: 
Fifth, convert the T~t o the spherical basis by putting
and for k odd:
other dcrI, MM =0,
=zT'" -'(y y yxq).
The results for (0, 1+, 2, ) are 4.21e for k even:
Fourth, calculate the tensor moments of M~. 1 -sequence, they are
Xcos8 sin8 dcos8, (4,26b)
(1, 2+, ),
The tests of Ademollo, Gatto, and Preparata' carry the same information as (4.25), (4.26) but catalogued by a slightly different set of quantum numbers. Consider, for example, the two simplest cases:
The corresponding information in Tables 1, 2 of Ademollo, Gatto, and Preparata is expressed this way:
A (20; 00)/A (00; 00) = -1/v2 (for 1 ), (4.29a)
A (20; 00)/2 (00; 00) =+2/V2 (for 0 ) . (4.29b) We see that the coeflicients of P2 (cos8) = (1+1)P(E*A)P, '(x) -(E* a)P, , '(x)] +(E* A)(ie A xa)P," (x) -(E* a)(ie Axa)P; )" +i(K* e xA)P (x) (5.12) 3. Correlations at Low-Production Energies (Table IV) We shall calculate Z(8), the angular correlation between the production normal Q and the X decay direction s,. Taking only the l= j term of the decay amplitude, and following the general scheme of Sec. III.5, we expect again that the sideward rate Z, (P) and the forward-backward rate Zr(P) will be similar for 2,~+ and diGerent for 2+, - ', for the same reasons.
Setting x= -cosy sinP in Table III Tables I and II To compute correlations for the -, '-sequence, it is convenient to use, inst'cad of the form in Table I, We shall not attempt a general moment analysis of the decay distribution as was done in Secs. III and IV.
They are easily gathered together to yield 3fn. Mn~-(E-* a)(a E) X L(3j -3) I y I'+3j(ys*+sy*)+2jls I'j +(R* R)(j+2) lyl' (5 24) To express the counting rate in terms of observable moments, we multiply (5.23) by (5.7) and average over spina. One sees that because (5.23) is independent of e and symmetric under E+-+ E* the result is independent of a".
Hence, (5.9) can be used directly instead of (5.7). We see that with (1+ 3-. . . )
Mn --Oiv+'Q"(2 -, s+,~) (6.2a) (6.2b) Orv'= (y+s)(R* a)TJ(a)+yT&(a aF*) . (6.3) Let S be the angular-momentum operator on tensors of rank j or j+1, depending on which parity sequence is being treated, so that the total angular-momentum operator is represented by S+-', e for either sequence. 6', and Q . ) Using the commutation properties of S, we Gnd that (2j+1)(P. Q (S+2(r) =-;Pj+3)(j+1)Q +-;Pj+3)(Q S) +T'(Q(r):T'(S), (6.5a) (2j+ 3)g.Q (S+-;. ) = -s(2j+1)(j+1)Q e+2(2j+1)Q S -T'(Q(r):T'(S), (6.5b) where (6.5a) operates on the jth-rank tensors and (6.5b) operates on (j+1)th-rank tensors. The evaluation of Q 4' is then reduced to the evaluation of matrix elements of tensors in S. These are given in Table III of I, lines one through six. We Gnd, apart from a common normalization, OlV:OlV*= (E* a)(a E) ly+sl' + lyl'(j+1)(2j) 'F* F, (66) os(:Soiv = -j(j+1) X{2Img(y+s)*(R*x a)(a E) j zg-~I y I2F* x F}, (6.7)
orv':Z'(S)orv = --, ' j(j+1)
X{ly+. I'(E* a)(a E) T'(o) +2 Re+*(y+s)(E* a) j 'T'(aF) j + Iyl2L(j+1)(2j)-~z (F*F) +3(j -1)(j+2)(4g) ' X(F* F)T'()j}. (6.8)
The zeroth-order moment was calculated in the previous subsection. We now calculate the 6rst moment and the projected cross sections tT&~~.. For parity reasons, these will be zero for M'= &1, and nonzero for M'=0, corresponding to a 6rst moment of the production density matrix in the direction of the production normal.
We first separate K into two parts:
E=a(a E)+F; F= -a(a E)+E, (6.1) so that a F=O, a x I'= a x E. Then, the decay amplitudes are taken as
